2015: Activities

- 1 workshop (30 p.) in March during Geotherm offenburg
- 1 workshop and 1 Brokerage event (50 p.) in September-Brussels
- 1 webinar in December
- Dedicated seminars: WG on Technical guidelines for shallow geothermal
- Towards a TP on geothermal electricity (following new SET plan, sept 2015)
- Cooperation with ERANET-geothermal and EERA-JPGE
2016: Activities

- 1 workshop and 1 Conference in June-Brussels
- 1 webinar in September
- ETIP on deep geothermal
- SET plan activities: issue papers
- Cooperation with ERANET-geothermal and EERA-JPGE
Next Activities

• New Activities proposed:

1) Monitor research results: EU and national projects

2) Update the implementation roadmap and the KPIs

3) Assess competitiveness of the European geothermal industry: global competition, supply chain, business models…